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Innovative British Fencing Solutions

Our state of the art drawing office 
uses the latest in Autocad design 
ensuring both compatibility and 
accuracy with your individual site 
requirements.

Paramount Steel Fence has 
manufactured in the UK since 
1984. With over 30 years of 
experience we can provide 
secure solutions for use in most 
environments.

All of our products are designed 
to provide the end user with years 
of trouble free service. We offer 
Galvanising, Pre treated systems, 
and Powder coating in any RAL 
colour within our product portfolio.

Operating a national fleet of HGV 
vehicles including rigid lorries 
and articulated units, ensures 
we maintain fast and reliable 
distribution of our products 
around the UK.

  Autocad Design   UK Manufacturing   Long Life Cycle   National Deliveries

Paramesh Deco is the perfect choice for prestigious locations, as 

it offers the capacity to maintain a high level of security without 

appearing intimidating. Its sophisticated look is particularly suited for 

the protection of architect-designed buildings and upmarket residential 

properties.

Paramesh Deco is available in heights ranging from 1.2m to 2.4m high. 

The Paramesh Deco specification features a 6mm diameter galvanised 

wire. The horizontal wires are spaced at 200mm. The vertical wires are 

4mm diameter galvanised wires spaced at centres which range from 

20mm to 43mm, forming the unique design pattern.

Paramesh Deco features a ‘V’ Section beam pressed into the panel. This 

offers exceptional strength and rigidity.

A combination of panel heights may be used to achieve heights in 

excess of 2.4m by using the multi-lift principle.

Paramesh Deco mesh fencing panels are secured to the posts using a 

purpose-designed fixing bracket and an M8 tamper-resistant security 

fixing bolt. The design of the secure fixing permits the mesh security 

fencing panel to be stepped or raked to suit uneven ground conditions. 

This also makes the fence a simple and cost-effective choice to erect. 

Covert electronic intrusion detection equipment (PIDS) can also be 

specified for use on Paramesh Deco mesh fencing.

Deco fencing

The prestigious Paramesh Deco fencing mesh system was designed 
to fulfil the requirements of secure premises by creating a unique 
and innovative appearance. 
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Paramount Steel Fence
Nevada Lane
Hot Lane Industrial Estate
Burslem
Stoke On Trent
ST6 2DJ

Tel 01782 83 3333
Fax 01782 83 2222
post@steelfence.co.uk
www.paramountsteelfence.co.uk
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Fence Height (m) Panel Height/Width mm Beams Post length Number of fixing points

Intermediate posts Corner Posts

1.2 1200 x 3000 2 1800 4 8

1.8 1800 x 3000 3 2400 5 10

2.0 2000 x 3000 3 2700 6 12

2.4 2400 x 3000 3 3100 7 14

For more information about Paramesh 
Deco fencing please contact our sales 
team on 01782 833333

Applications include:

 Offices

 Business Parks

 Apartment Blocks

 Police Stations

 Ports & Harbours

 Retail Parks

 Industrial Facilities

 Educational Buildings


